Publications of H-STAR affiliated faculty 2009-10

Jeremy Bailenson


Brigid Barron


**Chris Chafe**


C. Chafe, “Tapping into the Internet as a Musical / Acoustical Medium” Contemporary Music Review. 28(4,5): 413-420, 2009


Helen Chen


Karen Cook


Keith Devlin


Kenji Hakuta


Jeffrey Heer


All Friends are not Equal: Using Weights in Social Graphs to Improve Search, Sudheendra Hangal, Diana MacLean, Monica S. Lam, Jeffrey Heer. Workshop on Social Networking Mining and Analysis, ACM KDD, Jul 2010.

Social Flows: A System for Mining Social Topologies from Ego-centric Social Networks, Diana MacLean, Sudheendra Hangal, Seng Keat Teh, Monica S. Lam, Jeffrey Heer. ACM Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining (KDD) Demos, Jul 2010.


Pamela Hinds


Leonid Kazovsky

Books:


Papers:


Scott Klemmer

Prototyping Dynamics: Sharing Multiple Designs Improves Exploration, Group Rapport, and Results. Steven P Dow, Julie Fortuna, Dan Schwartz, Beth Altringer, Daniel L Schwartz, and Scott R Klemmer. Tech Report


Programming by a Sample: Leveraging Web Sites to Program Their Underlying Services. Bjoern Hartmann, Leslie Wu, Kevin Collins, Scott R Klemmer. No Code Required: Giving Users Tools to Transform the Web
How the Web Helps People Turn Ideas Into Code. Joel Brandt, Philip J. Guo, Joel Lewenstein, Mira Dontcheva, Scott R Klemmer. *No Code Required: Giving Users Tools to Transform the Web*

The Efficacy of Prototyping Under Time Constraints. Steven P. Dow, Kate Heddleston, Scott R. Klemmer. *Creativity & Cognition*

When is Collaborating with Friends a Good Idea?. Heidy Maldonado, Scott R. Klemmer, Roy D. Pea. *CSCL: Computer Supported Collaborative Learning*


**Larry Leifer**

*Book*


*Papers:*


Results on its Demand from an Economics and Management Faculty, at 2010 Academy of Management Annual Meeting, Montréal, Canada, 06.-10.08.2010.


Mark Musen


Cliff Nass

Book:

Papers:


Roy Pea

**Patent:**

**Book:**

**Articles:**


Lewis, S., Pea, R., & Rosen, J. (2010). Collaboration with mobile media – Shifting from 'participation' to 'co-creation'. *Proceedings of the Sixth International IEEE Conference on Wireless, Mobile, and Ubiquitous Technologies in Education (WMUTE),* pp. 112-116, Kaohsiung, Taiwan. [Honorary Mention, Best Paper Award]

Maldonado, H., Pea, R.D. (2010). LET’S GO! To the Creek: Co-design of Water Quality Inquiry using Mobile Science Collaboratories. *Proceedings of the Sixth International IEEE Conference on Wireless, Mobile, and Ubiquitous Technologies in Education (WMUTE),* pp. 81-87, Kaohsiung, Taiwan. [Honorary Mention, Student Best Paper Award]


**Byron Reeves**

*Book:*

*Articles:*


**Martha Russell**


Jeffrey Schnapp

Books:

tunnel RE vision-- Studio Terragni Architetti / Jeffrey T. Schnapp / FilmWork / Gruppe Gut, Milan 2010 (book in support of installation of the Trento Tunnels at the XII Biennale di Architettura di Venezia).

Essays:
"A Preface to Futurism" (on the 100 year anniversary of the publication of the Foundation and Manifesto of Futurism), essay and commentary, Modernism/modernity 16.2 (Spring 2009): 203-209;
"Edge City," Warburgiana (2009), http://www.warburgiana.it/. with Todd Presner et al.,

Daniel Schwartz


**Anthony Wagner**


**Brian Wandell**


**John Willinsky**


